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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider identities of associative algebras with actions
of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras. Our main concern is the derivation of
the existence of a non-trivial identity on the whole of the algebra in the
case where the invariant subalgebra has a non-trivial identity.
w xThe impetus to our research was given by 2 where the authors
considered the case of graded algebras, that is, with the action of a Hopf
algebra which is the dual to a group algebra of a finite group. That paper
 w x.became a starting point for a number of other researches e.g., 3, 6 not
only about associative algebras, because of the purely combinatorial nature
of its approach. It should be stressed, however, that the existence of a
non-trivial identity in an algebra A s [ A such that a non-trivialgy g G
w xidentity is satisfied in the unity component A was shown in 4 but it used1
the structure theory and, in particular, the so-called Amitsur's trick which
usually gives no bound on the degrees of identities in this case, as a
.function of the order of group G and the degree of identity in A . Such a1
w xbound was found in 2 and it is the method of this latter paper that we
exploit to prove our results on identities of algebras with actions of various
Hopf algebras. A similar situation occurs when making more precise a
w xresult from 5 where the authors considered the nilpotence of rings with
actions of finite groups and the invariants are nilpotent.
If the Hopf algebra is a group algebra of a finite group and it is
w xsemisimple then we are in a situation of a well-known theorem 8 on the
algebras with the actions of finite automorphism groups. Again, Amitsur's
trick was used by Kharchenko, hence no boundary was established. Since
w xwe use the approach of 2 now the existence of the boundary is shown.
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In general what we do here is find a condition on the structure of a
Hopf algebra H that guarantees the existence of an identity in an
H-algebra A provided AH is a PI-algebra. That this is not the case for
arbitrary finite-dimensional Hopf algebras has been known since quite
 w x.early examples see, e.g., 8 but this had been related to prime character-
 .istic fields. Here we construct such examples Section 5 for all finite-
dimensional Hopf algebras which are not semisimple. For an easier formu-
lation of our results in this paper we introduce our first definition.
DEFINITION 1. We denote by P the class of all finite-dimensional Hopf
algebras H such that for any H-algebra A with AH a PI-algebra we have
A a PI-algebra.
Before we formulate our Main Theorem we introduce some notation.
We restrict ourselves to defining here only very basic notions about Hopf
w xalgebras and their actions on rings: there is an excellent reference 10
where the reader can find all relevant definitions and basic results. Our
notation of Hopf algebras is standard: the coproduct will be denoted by
D and the counit by « . The n-fold application of D to an element of a
Hopf algebra by coassociativity does not depend on the order and gives
 w x.h m ??? m h Sweedler's notation 13 .1. nq1.
DEFINITION 2. If H is a Hopf algebra and A is an associative algebra
both over a field F then we say that A is an H-algebra or an H-module
.algebra if for any h g H and a g A there exists h) a g A such that the
following axioms hold
 .  .  .1 gh ) a s g ) h) a ,
 .  .  . .2 h) ab s  h ) a h ) b ,1. 2.
 .3 e) a s a,
where g, h g H and a, b g A.
 .If A is an H-algebra then an element a is called an H- invariant if for
 .  .any h g H we have h) a s « h a. The set of H- invariants of A will be
H  .denoted by A or I A . If A s [ A is an H-admissible decomposi-pg P p
 .  .  .  .tion of A i.e., H) A ; A then I A s [ I A where I A sp p pg P p p
 .I A l A .p
 .An important role in the sequel is played by the tensor algebra T H of
 .the vector space H. We do not consider tensors of degree 0 so T H s
`  .  .  .[ T H . We often simply write T for T H and T for T H . Wen n nns1
have that T is an H-algebra under the left regular action so that
h) h1. m ??? m hn. s h ) h1. m ??? m h ) hn. . .  .  . 1. n.
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By I we denote the set of invariants of this action and since all T aren
H-stable we have I s [` I where I s I l T .n n nns1
Finally, in an associative algebra A with a subset B we denote by
 .Ideal B the two-sided ideal generated by B.A
Now the formulation of the main result is as follows.
THEOREM 1. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er a field F.
The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .1 For any associati¨ e algebra A o¨er F with an action of H it follows
H  .from A being a PI-algebra that also A is a PI-algebra i.e., H g P .
 .2 There exists a function f : N ª N such that for any associati¨ e
algebra A with an action of H if AH satisfies a non-tri¨ ial identity of degree t
 .then A satisfies a non-tri¨ ial identity of degree f t .
 .  .3 There exists a function g t such that for any natural t and any
 . t  4 g  t .  4H-algebra A with I A s 0 one has A s 0 .
 .  .4 There exists a number N such that any H-algebra A where I A has
N  4zero multiplication satisfies A s 0 .
 .   ..5 dim Tr Ideal I - `.T
 .  .Any of Conditions 1 to 5 implies H being semisimple.
DEFINITION 3. The following is the main working tool throughout the
paper. It will be referred to as
 .  .  .Condition * . For any t g N there is h t such that for any n G h t
one has
T s T m I m ??? m I m T .n k k k k0 1 t tq1
k qk q ??? qk qk sn0 1 t tq1
k , . . . , k G11 t
In the next section we are going to show the relationship of the Main
Theorem 1 with some other results on the subject.
2. MAIN COROLLARIES
w xCOROLLARY 1 4, 2 . There exists a function f : N ª N such that for any
associati¨ e algebra A s [ A graded by a finite group G o¨er ang g G g
arbitrary field F we ha¨e the following. If A satisfies a non-tri¨ ial identity of1
 .degree d then A satisfies a non-tri¨ ial identity of degree f d .
 w x. w xProof see 10 . It is known that A is an H-algebra, H s F G *,
H w xA s A . In the semisimple Hopf algebra H s F G * a basis is given by all1
 .functions p , g g G with p h s d , the coproduct byg g g h
D p s p m p ,g h k
hksg
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the multiplication by p p s d p . The invariants of H then take theg h g h h
form of l p , the invariants of T are spanned by p m ??? m p with1 k g g1 k
 .g ??? g s 1. Thus Condition 5 of the Main Theorem is the same as1 k
w xProposition 4.2 in 2 .
 w x.COROLLARY 2 see 8 . There exists a function h: N ª N with the
following property. Suppose G is a group of order s and F a field of
 < <.characteristic 0 or p where p, G s 1. If G acts by automorphisms on an
associati¨ e algebra A and the subalgebra of G-in¨ariants AG satisfies an
 .identity of degree d then A satisfies an identity of degree h d .
w xProof. It is known from 8 that under the hypotheses of the corollary it
follows from AG being a PI-algebra that also A is a PI-algebra. Taking
w xH s F G we have by Maschke's Theorem that H is semisimple. The
 .action of H is given by g ) a s g a where the right hand side is the action
G H  .of the automorphism g. Obviously, A s A . Thus Condition 1 of the
 .Main Theorem is satisfied. Then also Condition 2 is satisfied, proving the
corollary.
COROLLARY 3. Let H be a semisimple Hopf algebra which is a crossed
product H s Ka H9 where K, H9 g P. Then H g P.s
Proof. The following property enables us to apply induction on dim H:
K H 9 H .  w x.A s A see 10 .
COROLLARY 4. Let H be a semisimple Hopf algebra of dimension pn, p a
prime number, o¨er a field of characteristic 0. Then h satisfies the equi¨ alent
conditions of the Main Theorem.
Proof. In this case the structure of H is as in the formulation of
w x w x  w x. .Corollary 3 11 , with H9 ( F G or H9 ( F G * .
3. FREE HOPF MODULE ALGEBRAS
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field F, X a non-empty set of variables,
 .and T s T H the tensor algebra of the vector space H. Each T is ann
H-module with the action
h) h m ??? m h s h h m ??? m h h , .  .  .1 n 1. 1 n. n
where
D h s h m ??? m h . . ny1 1. n.
 :Let further T X be the free algebra over T with free generators X.
 :Every element u of T X can be written in the form
u s t X a , 1 . a
a
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a  .where X is a word or non-commutative monomial in X, a is a label
uniquely defining X a. If g is a label for X aX b then we set g s ab. The
a < < < < < < < <degree of X will be denoted by a . Obviously, ab s a q b .
 :We have a natural action of H on T X given by
h)u s h) t X a . 2 .  . a
a
 : .It is immediate that, in this way, T X becomes an H-algebra , that is,
h) u u s h )u h )u . .  .  .1 2 1. 1 2. 2
 .  .The set H s H X of all elements of the form 1 with each t homoge-a
< <  :neous of degree a is an H-subalgebra of T X . We call H the free
H-algebra with free generating set X. A related idea to this construction is
w xfound in 7 .
Some basic properties of H are as follows.
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an arbitrary H-algebra. Then any mapping w :
X ª A extends to a unique homomorphism of H-algebras w : H ª A such
<that w s w. Thus any H-algebra A can be written as a quotient H-algebraX
 .  .A ( H X rJ for a suitable set X and a suitable H-ideal J of H X .
a aProof. It is sufficient to define w on the elements t X . If X s xa i1
??? x then t s h m ??? m h for some h , . . . , h g H and we seti a 1 n 1 nn
aw t X s h )w x ??? h )w x . 3 .  .  . .  .  .a 1 i n i1 n
The verification of w being a homomorphism of H-algebras is immediate
and left to the reader.
We complete the section by looking at the invariants of H and their
behavior under H-homomorphisms. It is well known that if dim H - `
H H  .then dim H s 1 and if H is semisimple we have H s F.H with « H s 1l l
 w x.  .see 10 . Let I s [I be the set of left invariants of T s T H . Then thek
following is true.
PROPOSITION 2. The H-in¨ariants of H form a homogeneous subalgebra I
 .of H whose elements ha¨e the form 1 with each t g I. If H is semisimplea
then I s H) H. If w is an H-homomorphism of H and H is semisimple then
w I H s I w H . 4 .  .  . .  .
 .Proof. The form of an element in I is immediate from 2 . Also if
 .u g I then H)u s « H u s u and if ¨ g H then
h) H)¨ s hH )¨ s « h H )¨ s « h H)¨ , .  .  .  .  . .
i.e., H)¨ g I. To prove the final statement we write
w I H s w H) H s H)w H s I w H . .  .  .  . .  .
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4. HOPF MODULE ALGEBRA IDENTITIES
 4Starting with this section we take X s x , x , . . . countable and define1 2
two kinds of identities of H-algebras. Given such an algebra A any
  ..element u g H of the form 1 is called an H-identity if under any
 .H-homomorphism w of H into A we have w u s 0. The set of all such
 .identities will be denoted by T A . A particular case of H-identities areH
 .those where, in 1 each coefficient t is a scalar multiple ofa
< <1 m ??? m 1 , k s a .^ ` _
k
 .The set of these elements is denoted by T A . These are usual polynomial
identities of A. Now we introduce two kinds of subspaces of H, V andn, H
V , for each natural n s 1, 2, . . . . In the case of V we have to take alln n, H
 . aelements 1 where a s s g S , i.e., X s x x ??? x , with arbi-n s 1. s 2. s n.
trary t of degree n. If t is a scalar multiple ofa a
1 m ??? m 1^ ` _
n
 . then we obtain V . It is natural to call V resp. V H-multilinear resp.n n, H n
. multilinear components of H. Now we introduce the numbers the nth
.codimensions
c A s dim V rT A l V .  .n , H n , H H n , H
and
c A s dim V rT A l V . .  .n n n
w xWe use the idea of 2 to prove the following.
PROPOSITION 3. For any H-algebra A and any natural n one has
c A F c A . 5 .  .  .n n , H
Proof. We have
V rV l T A s V rV l V l T A .  . .n n H n n n , H H
( V q V l T A rV l T A .  . .n n , H H n , H H
; V rV l T A . .n , H n , H H
 .Key Obser¨ ation. The inequality 5 is important for the proof of the
Main Theorem because showing A a PI-algebra is the same as finding n
 .  .such that c A - n!. From 5 it follows that it is sufficient to proven
 . c A - n! for some n. In fact, this condition is also necessary we given, H
.the proof in Section 6 .
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 .5. NECESSITY OF CONDITION *
AND COUNTEREXAMPLES
 .In this section we prove the implication P « Condition * and demon-
strate counterexamples in the case of non-semisimple H.
In this section a natural number t will be fixed. If A is an H-algebra
 i. .  i. .then we define the subspaces J A and H-ideals M A by induction
0. . 0. .  4on natural i g N starting with J A s M A s 0 . If i ) 0 then we
set
 iq1.  i.J A s a g A ; h g H « h) a s « h a q m , m g M A , .  .  . 4h h
 iq1. .   iq1. .. t and define M A as an H-ideal of A generated by J A the
 iq1. ..t th power of J A .
 .If A s T H we abbreviate the notation as just above and simply write
J  i. or M  i..
The following is true.
 .PROPOSITION 4. 1 For any A as abo¨e and any i g N one has
J  i. A ; J  iq1. A , M  i. A ; M  iq1. A , M  i. A ; J  iq1. A .  .  .  .  .  .
 i. .   iq1. .. tand M A is a usual two-sided ideal of A generated by J A .
 .2 For any H-algebra homomorphism w : A ª B we ha¨e
w J  i. A ; J  i. B , w M  i. A ; M  i. B . .  .  .  . .  .
Proof. This is by induction on i, all being trivial for i s 0. Now if
 i. .  .x g J A then for any h g H we have h) x s « h x q m , m gh h
 iy1. .  i. .  iq1. .M A . By induction m g M A hence x g J A , provingh
 i. .  iq1. .  i. .  iq1. .  i.J A ; J A . Then also M A ; M A . Now if u g M then
 .   . .for any h g H we have h)u s « h u q y« h u q h)u and by defini-
tions the summands in the brackets are in M  i. proving u g J  iq1.. To
finish with the proof of the first claim of the proposition we have to show
  i. .. tthat the two-sided ideal of A generated by J A is H-stable.
 i. .For any h g H, a, b g A, and u , . . . , u g J A we write1 t
h) au ??? u b s h ) a h )u ??? h )u h ) b .  .  .  .  .1 t 1. 2. 1  tq1. t  tq2.
s h ) a u ??? u h ) b .  . 1. 1 t 2.
q h ) a ¨ ??? ¨ h ) b , .  . k 1 t j
k , j
where at least one of the factors ¨ in each summand of the second sum isk
 iy1. .  i. .  i. .in M A ; M A , proving the H-stability of M A and the whole
of the first claim of the proposition.
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Now suppose w : A ª B is a homomorphism of H-algebras. Proceeding
by induction with obvious basis i s 0 we assume that conclusions of the
 iq1. .second claim are true for lesser i's and take a g J A , h g H. Then
h)w a s w h) a s w « h a q a s « h w a q w a .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä
for some a g M  i. A . .Ä
 .  i. .  .  iq1. .By induction w a g J B and then w a g M B .Ä
Now of course also the remaining inclusion is obviously satisfied and the
proof is complete.
For any H-algebra A we set
` `
 i.  i.J A s J A , M A s M A . .  .  .  .D D
is1 is1
 .  .It follows that M A ; J A .
Remark 1. If H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra then
for any H-algebra one has
t1. 1.J A s I A q M A , M A s M A s Ideal I A . .  .  .  .  .  . .A
kq1. . k . .Proof. By what we have shown above J A rM A s
 k . .. 2. .  . 1. .I ArM A . If we take k s 1 then J A ; I A q M A , actually
2. .  . 1. .  .J A s I A q M A by Part 1 in Proposition 4. It follows that
2. . 1. . k . .M A s M A and then, of course, for any k G 2 we have J A s
1. k . 1. .  .  .  .I A q M A , and M A s M A , proving what is required.
To proceed further we recall the following.
DEFINITION 4. A permutation l g S is called m-bad if there existsn
1 F i - i - ??? - i F n such that1 2 m
l i ) l i ) ??? ) l i . .  .  .1 2 m
w xOtherwise l is called m-good. It is well known 12 that the number of
m-good permutations is at most
2 nm y 1 .
.
m y 1 ! .
PROPOSITION 5. An H-algebra is a PI-algebra if and only if for some
Ä Änatural n we ha¨e c - n! actually, there exists N such that for any n ) Nn, H
.we ha¨e the abo¨e inequality .
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Proof. The ``if'' part follows by the Key Observation. Now suppose A
satisfies a multilinear identity of degree s
p y , . . . , y s y ??? y q a y ??? y s 0. . 1 s 1 s t t 1. t  s.
tgSs
t/id
 .  .It is immediate that for any u , . . . , u g H we have p u , . . . , u g T A .1 s 1 s H
 . sIf we take any z s h m ??? m h X with s m-bad then we choose1 n
 .  .1 F i - ??? - i F n with s i ) ??? ) s i and pick among these1 m 1 m
any arbitrary s elements, e.g., i , . . . , i . Then we have1 s
z s h m ??? m h x ??? x h m ??? m h x .  . .1 i y1 s 1. s  i y1. i i y1 s  i .1 1 1 2 1
??? h m ??? m h x ??? x s u u ??? u . .i n s  i . s n. 0 1 ts t
s a u u ??? u q z ,Ä t o t 1. t  s.
tgSs
t/id
where z g T l V . This means thatÄ H n, H
z ' a hs 9 m ??? m hs 9 x ??? x mod T A l V . . . s 9 1 n s 91. s 9n. n n , H
s 9-s
with all s 9 lexicographically less than s . Applying induction we express
 .the whole of V modulo T A l V through the monomials withn, H H n, H
m-good permutations. If d s dim H then
2 nnd m y 1 .
c Fn , H m y 1 ! .
and for n large enough we have c - n!.n, H
Now the main part of this section
 .  .PROPOSITION 6. 1 If H g P then H satisfies Condition * and H is
semisimple.
 .  .2 If H is not semisimple but still finite-dimensional then
 . H  4a If char F s 0 then there exists an H-algebra A with A s 0 but
A is not a PI-algebra.
 .  H .2  4b If char / 0 then there exists an H-algebra A with A s 0
but A is not a PI-algebra.
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For a proof we will need the following technical result. We set
a < <H s span t X g H a s i , 4i a
J n. H X s J n. H X l H , .  . .  . . ii
J n. s J n. l T .i i
PROPOSITION 7. The following equations are true
 . n.  .. `  n.  ...1 J H X s [ J H X iis1
 .  n.  ...  a < n. < < 42 J H X s  f X f g J , a s i .i a a a i
Similar equations hold if J is replaced by M.
Proof. We use induction by n with trivial basis n s 0. So we assume
n G 0 and suppose our claim is true for n. Thus an element  f X aa a
n. . n. n. .is in J H if and only if f g J and similarly for M H . Now leta
 f X a g J nq1.. Then we have, for any h g H,a a
h) f X a s « h f X a q g X a , 6 .  .  .  a a a
a a a
n. .where the second sum is in M H hence, by induction, each g is ina
n. a  .M . Comparing the coefficients of each X in both sides of 6 we obtain
h) f s « h f q g , where g g M n. .a a a a
nq1. .as desired. Furthermore, an element in M H has the form
f X a0 f X a1 ??? f X a t f X a tq 1    .  .  .  .a a a a0 1 t tq1
s f f ??? f f X a0 a1? ? ?a t a tq 1 . a a a a0 1 t tq1
s g X a , a
a
where
g s f f ??? f f .a a a a a0 1 t tq1
a a ? ? ?a a sa0 1 t tq1
< < < < nq1.Here in the first line we have a , . . . , a non-zero and f , . . . , f g J1 t a a1 t
by induction. Then, by definition, each g in the last line is in M nq1. bya
induction, proving our proposition.
Now we are in position to prove Proposition 6.
 .Proof of Proposition 6. We consider the H-algebra L s HrM H . It is
obvious that
I L s J H rM H .  .  .
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 .  . t  .and M H is an ideal of H generated by J H . It follows that I L is a
nilpotent algebra of index at most t and, provided H g P, we have that L
is a PI-algebra.
 .Thus there exists n such that c L - n!.n, H
 .  .Clearly, T L ; M H . Take any h m ??? m h g T . The set of allH 1 n n
elements
h m ??? m h x ??? x q M H , s g S .  .  .1 n s 1. s n. n
 < 4is linearly dependent. Thus there exists a non-zero collection b s g Ss n
with
b h m ??? m h x ??? x g M H . .  .  . s 1 n s 1. s n.
sgSn
By the third claim of Proposition 7 we get h m ??? m h g M. Thus we see1 n
that
T s T m J m ??? m J m T ,n k k k k0 1 t tq1
k qk q ??? qk qk sn0 1 t tq1
k , . . . , k G11 t
where J s J l T .k k
If H is semisimple we use Remark 1. In this case h m ??? m h is an1 n
element of
M s M 1. s Ideal I tT
`
s T m I m ??? m I m T[  k k k k0 1 t tq1
nst k qk q ??? k qk sn0 1 t tq1
k , . . . , k G11 t
 .and thus Condition * is satisfied.
Now we consider the case where H is not semisimple. Assuming either
t G 2 or char F s 0 we will show that
idm l m « m idmky1yl J ; J .  .k ky1
and
idm l m « m idmky1yl M ; M .  .k ky1
 .  4and « J s 0 .1
We will show by induction on r that
idm l m « m idmky1yl J  r . ; J  r . .  .k ky1
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and
idm l m « m idmky1yl M  r . ; M  r . . .  .k ky1
Here we recall that J  r . s J  r . l T and M  r . s M  r . l T . The relationsk k k k
s s  r . are obvious for r s 0 so we assume r ) 0. If  h m ??? m h g J wheres 1 k k
.s is just an upper index as well as p below then the action of any h g H
on the value of the operator in question applied to this latter element has
the form
h)« hs hs m ??? m hs m hs m ??? m hs . lq1 1 l lq2 k
s
s « hs h hs m ??? m h hs m h hs m ??? m h hs .  lq1 1. 1  l . l  lq1. lq2 ky1. k
s
s « h hs h hs m ??? m h hs m h hs m ??? m h hs .   lq1. lq1 1. 1  l . l  lq2. lq2 k . k
s
s « h « hs hs m ??? m hs m hs m ??? m hs .  . lq1 1 l lq2 k
s
q « g p g p m ??? m g p m g p m ??? m g p , . lq1 1 l lq2 k
p
where
h) hs m ??? m hs s « h hs m ??? m hs q g p m ??? m g p . .  1 k 1 k 1 k
s s p
Here
hs m ??? m hs g J  r . , 1 k k
s
g p m ??? m g p g M  ry1. . 1 k k
p
By induction
« g p g p m ??? m g p m g p m ??? m g p g M  ry1. ; M  r . . . lq1 1 l lq2 l ky1 ky1
p
 .  4  .With the fact « J s 0 in view we prove it below both inclusions1
idm l m « m idmky1yl J  r . ; J  r . .  .k ky1
and
idm l m « m idmky1yl M  r . ; M  r . .  .k ky1
now become obvious.
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 .Now it remains to prove « J s 0. Since H is not semisimple we have1
 1..  H .« J s « H s 0.1 l
 r .  4  r . 1. HIf t G 2 then M s 0 for all r g N, hence J s J s H for any1 1 1 l
 .r g N so that « J s 0.1
If char F s 0 and t s 1 then for any x g J 2. we have1
H
hx s « h x q w h , g , / 0. .  .H H H H
l
Clearly, w g H*. Additionally, we have
hg x s « h « g x q w hg H .  .  .  .
and
h gx s h « g x q w g H .  .  . .
s « h « g x q « g w h H q w g « h H. .  .  .  .  .  .
So
w hg s w h « g q « h w g . .  .  .  .  .
Viewing H* as a Hopf algebra with usual coproduct D we have that
D w s w m « q « m w . .
 2. 1.  r . 1.Suppose w / 0 if we prove the converse J s J , then J s J ,1 1 1 1
. kproving our claim . Take natural k minimal with w, . . . , w linearly depen-
dent. Then let
k
ia w s 0 7 . i
is1
 .be a non-trivial linear combination with a g F, a / 0. Applying D to 7i k
we have
k k
ii0 s a D w s a w m « q « m w . . i i
is1 is1
k i
j j iyji i is a C w m c  i i
is1 j s0i
k iy1
j j iyji i is a C w m w .  i i
is1 j s1i
But all elements w p m w q, p, q - k are linear independent, yielding the
desired contradiction.
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Now we are in a position to prove that for any t G 2, t g N over any
field F and for t s 1 over any field of characteristic 0 the H-algebra L
provides a counterexample in the case of non-semisimple H.
Indeed, if L were a PI-algebra then for some n we would have our
usual equality
T s T m J m ??? m J m T .n k k k k0 1 t tq1
k q ??? qk sn0 tq1
k , . . . , k G11 t
In particular,
emn s w s m us m ??? m us m w s ,Ä 1 t
sgS
where us g J s, k s G 1. Applying «mn we get 1 s 0. This means that L isi k ii
not a PI-algebra while its invariants are nilpotent of index t.
 .6. SUFFICIENCY OF CONDITION *
 .  .In this section we prove the implication Condition * « Condition 2
of the Main Theorem.
 .PROPOSITION 8. Let A be an H-algebra, H satisfying Condition * , and
H  .A satisfying a non-tri¨ ial identity of degree s. Fix any integers n G m G h s
 .  .where h s is gi¨ en by Condition * . Then
V rV l T A s M q T A l V rV l T A , .  .  .n , H n , H H H n , H n , H H
where M is the linear span of the monomials t X s, s an m-good permutation.s
Proof. We write the identity satisfied by AH explicitly
y ??? y q a y ??? y s 0. 8 .1 s r r 1. r  s.
rgSs
r/id
  ..  .Since for any H-homomorphism w : H ª A we have w I H ; I A it
follows that
w ??? w q a w ??? w in T A .1 s r r 1. r  s. H
rgSs
r/id
 .for any w , . . . , w g I s I H . Pick any1 s
z s h m ??? m h x ??? x g V . .1 n t t n , H1. n.
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If t is m-good we are done otherwise there exists an m-decomposition of
 .  .x ??? x of the form 1 F i - ??? - i F n with t i ) ??? ) t i .t t 1 m 1 m1. n.
Now let us notice that
D m idmky1 I ; I . . .r k rqk
If h g H and z s ¨ q m ??? m ¨ q g I then1 k k
h) z s h ¨ q m ??? m h ¨ q s « h ¨ q m ??? m ¨ q . 9 .  .  1. 1 k . k 1 k
q q
mky1.  .If we apply D m id to both sides of 9 we obtainr
D h ¨ q m h ¨ q m ??? m h ¨ q .  r 1. 1 2. 2 k . k
q
s « h D ¨ q m ¨ q m ??? m ¨ q . .  . r 1 2 k
q
Since D is a homomorphism and H is coassociative we obtain byr
m rqk ..multiplying in algebra H
D h D ¨ q m ¨ q m ??? m ¨ q .  . . rqky1 r 1 2 k /
q
s h) D m idmky1. z . . .r
s « h D ¨ q m ¨ q m ??? m ¨ q .  . r 1 2 k
q
and the desired result follows.
 .Now we have m G h s and so
emm s w q m uq m ??? m uq m w q ,Ä 1 s
q
where uq g I q , w q g T q, w q g T q , nq G 1 for i s 1, . . . , s, nq qÄi n n n i 0i 0 sq1
??? qnq s m. We define p : T ª T by settingsq1 m n
p w s emi1y1 m D m ??? m D w , .  . . .i yi y1 nyi2 1 m
where we assume D s id. Applying p to emm we get0
mn p p p pe s ¨ m u m ??? m u m Ä¨ 1 s
p
p pwith the same properties of respective ¨ and u as in the beginning buti
n p q ??? qn p s n. Now it is true that the invariants start at the selected0 sq1
 4points i .j
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If we multiply the presentation obtained by h m ??? m h on the right1 n
 mn.as in algebra H then we arrive at the following expression for z,
z s w i m ui m ??? m ui m w i x ??? x ,Ä . 1 s t 1. t n.
i
where ui g I i , ni G 1. We split x ??? x into the product of s q 2j n j t 1. t n.j
factors in accordance with the splitting of w i m ui m ??? m ui m w i. ThenÄ1 s
we get
z s w i m ui m ??? m ui m w i ¨ i¨ i ??? ¨ i¨ iÄ Ä . 1 s 1 s
i
s w i¨ i ui¨ i ??? ui¨ i w i¨ i , .  .Ä Ä .  . 1 1 s s
i
where each ¨ i starts with the same position as ui. It is obvious that everyl l
ui¨ i is an H-invariant of H and so we can writel l
z s z q ya w i m ui m ??? m ui m w i ¨ i¨ i ??? ¨ i ¨ i , .Ä Ä Ä   /r r 1. r  s. r 1. r  s.
i rgSs
r/id
 . swhere z g T A l V . The remaining elements have the form t XÄ H n, H s
where s - t under the lexicographic ordering of permutations.
COROLLARY 5. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, dim H s d,
 .  .satisfying Condition * , A as in Proposition 8. Then for any n G m G h s
we ha¨e
2 nnd m y 1 .
c A F . .n , H m y 1 ! .
Proof. This is immediate from the observation about the number of
m-good permutations at the beginning of the section.
THEOREM 2. Let A be an H-algebra o¨er a Hopf algebra H, dim H s d,
 .  . Hsatisfying * with function h t . Suppose A satisfies a non-tri¨ ial polynomial
identity of degree s. Then A satisfies a non-tri¨ ial identity of degree n where n is
any integer satisfying the inequality
2 nnd h t y 1 . .
- n!.
h t y 1 ! . .
  . .2In particular, if n is the least integer with ed h t y 1 F n then A satisfies a
non-tri¨ ial identity of degree n.
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Proof. For sufficiently large n we have
2 nnd h t y 1 . .
c A F c A F - n!. .  .n n , H h t y 1 ! . .
This means that A satisfies a non-trivial identity of degree n. It follows
from the inequality
xx
- G x q 1 . /e
  . .2for the Gamma function that for any n G d h t y 1 e we have
nn n2d h t y 1 - - G n q 1 s n!. .  . . .  /e
7. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
 .In this section we prove that Condition * is equivalent to the remain-
ing conditions in the Main Theorem. We start with proving that Condition
 .  .* is equivalent to Condition 5 . Of course, the implication Condition
 .  .  .* « Condition 5 is immediate. So we may assume that Condition 5
 .holds and try to derive Condition * .
 .  .PROPOSITION 9. Condition 5 « Condition * .
 .  .Proof. First of all we observe that both Conditions 5 and * make it
necessary for H to be semisimple. The only thing to be done is an
adaptation of a trick in Proposition 6 which in the language of invariants
 .rather than ideal J can be written as follows. For any natural k, l one has
idm l m « m idmk I ; I .  .lqkq1 kql
 .  4and if H is not semisimple then « I s 0 .1
Applying «mn to
emn s w s m us m ??? m us m w s , us g I sÄ 1 t i k i
s
we get, as in that proposition, 1 s 0.
So H is semisimple and we have dim TrIdeal I - `. Or, in otherT
words, there exists N such that for any n G N we have
T s T m I m T . 10 .n k k k0 1 2
k qk qk sn0 1 2
k G11
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It will be convenient now in the case of an arbitrary H-algebra A to
consider the left annihilator of AH in A:
H H  4L A s a g A aA s 0 . .  4
  H ..Nq1  4  H .We claim that L A s 0 . Indeed, take any a , . . . , a g L A .1 Nq1
 .It follows from 10 that we have
emN s ¨ s m ??? m ¨ s m H( us m ??? m us m w s m ??? m w s , . . 1 k 1 l 1 Nykyl
s
where H g HH, H / 0. We consider an N-linear mappingl
w : H , . . . , H ª A .^ ` _
n
 .  .  .such that w h , . . . , h ¬ h a ??? h a . Obviously, w extends to a1 N 1 2 N Nq1
linear mapping w : T ª A. Now we haven
a ??? a s a w e m ??? m e .1 Nq1 1
s s s ss a w ¨ m ??? m ¨ m H( u m ??? m u . .1 1 k 1 l
s
mw s m ??? m w s1 Nykyl /
s a ¨ sa ??? ¨ s a H us a ??? usa .  .  .  . . . 1 1 2 k kq1 1 kq2 l kqlq1
s
= w sa ??? w s a . .  .1 kqlq2 Nykyl Nq1
 H .  H .  .But notice that always HL A ; L A since if a Hb s 0 then
  ..  . .  . .h a Hb s 0,  h a h Hb s 0, and then ha Hb s 0. So we get1. 2.
a ??? a s 0.1 Nq1
Now we want to prove the following inclusion where K is an arbitrary
left H-invariant ideal in A: K Nq1 ; KAHAa where Aa is A if A has the
unity and is A [ F.1 otherwise. We take B s ArKAHAa, where of course
KAHAa is an H-ideal in A. Then we have B H s AH q KAHAarKAHAa
 H . H afollowing from the semisimplicity of H and so L B > K q KA A .
Therefore
Nq1H a H aK q KA A ; KA A .
or K Nq1 ; KAHAa. Our next step is to show that for any d g N we have
Nq1.d  H .d aK ; K A A . This can be done by induction on d. If d s 1 then
this has been already verified. Suppose we have
dy 1 dy1Nq1. H aK ; K A A . .
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 . aWe take the N q 1 st power of both sides observing that A K s K. Then
we get
Nq1d dy1 dy1Nq1. H a H H aK ; K A A ; K A A A .  . /  /
dH as K A A . .
Here on the second step we have used the former observation with
 H .dy1  . `K A in place of K. Now we take A s T H s [ T and K s A.iis1
Then we get that for any d g N it follows that
d dNq1. H aT ; T T T . .
This exactly means the desired,
ddim TrIdeal I - ` for any d g N. .T
PROPOSITION 10. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a fixed
natural number t G 2 and a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H:
 . H1 For any H-algebra A it follows from A being nilpotent of degree t
also that A is nilpotent.
 .  t.2 dim TrIdeal I - `.T
 . H3 For any H-algebra A if A is nilpotent of degree t then also A is
 .  .nilpotent of some degree N t where N t depends only on H but not on A.
 .Proof. Suppose Condition 1 holds. We use the construction of Sec-
 .Htion 5 and consider the algebra TrM. By construction TrM s JrM is
 .nilpotent of some degree t hence TrM is nilpotent of degree N t . Now M
is homogeneous under the natural N-grading of T whence
emN t . s w s m us m ??? m us m w s , where 0 / us g J . 11 .Ä 1 t i
s
As usual this implies H being semisimple since otherwise we may apply
mn  . s  .« to both sides of 11 and get 1 s 0. So u g I and 2 has beeni
established.
 .If 2 holds then as in Proposition 9 we have that H is semisimple.
 t.  .Obviously we have that TrIdeal I is nilpotent of some index N t .T
Then, for any X, we have that
t
H X rIdeal I H X .  . . .H  X .
 .  .is nilpotent of the same index N t see Proposition 7 . From the universal
 .property of H X and semisimplicity of H it easily follows that for any
 . t  4 N t .  4  .H-algebra A with I A s 0 it follows that A s 0 , proving 3 .
 .  .The implication 3 « 1 is obvious.
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Now it remains to say just a few words in order to accomplish the proof
of the Main Theorem.
 . .  .In Proposition 6 we established 1 s Condition P « Condition *
and showed Condition P implies H being semisimple. In Theorem 2 we
 .  .  .  .proved Condition * « Condition 2 . Condition 2 « Condition 1 is
 .  .obvious. Thus P is equivalent to Condition * and Condition 2 . Now in
 .Proposition 9 and its preceding paragraph we established the equivalence
 .  .  .  .  .of Condition 5 and Condition * . Thus Conditions 1 , 2 , 5 , and
 .Condition * are equivalent.
 .  .The equivalence of Conditions 3 and 4 to the other conditions of the
Main Theorem can be proved in the same way and we restrict to Condition
 .  .4 . If this is satisfied then Condition 3 of Proposition 10 is satisfied with
 .t s 2 then 2 of the same proposition is satisfied with t s 2 and then
 .  2 .Condition 5 of the Main Theorem is satisfied, because Ideal I ;T
 .  .Ideal I . It follows that Condition * is satisfied as required. It is obviousT
 .  .that if Condition * is satisfied then 2 of Proposition 10 is satisfied with
 .any arbitrary t G 1. Then also 3 is satisfied and its particular case is
 .Condition 4 of the Main Theorem.
The question about the nilpotence of TrM in the case where H is an
arbitrary semisimple finite-dimensional Hopf algebra seems to be so far in
.1996 unanswered.
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